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ABSTRACT: In the traditional method, the data structure of the embedded system is optimized by using K-L method. With the
increase of the high load of the metallurgical control data, the cost of data storage is high, and the metallurgical control
performance is not good. In order to improve control property and storage property of an embedded metallurgy system, this
paper raises a kind of data structure optimum storage algorithm based on an embedded metallurgy system of optimum basic
function adaptive matching on metallurgy control system data storage. It is proved by the stimulation outcome that it
efficiently reduces data storage expense and enlarges data storage space by using method raised in this paper, which further
improves control ability and storage ability of data interaction in the embedded metallurgy system.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of metallurgy industry, metallurgy control has been the base to improve metallurgy system productivity
and control precision in embedded system. It can improve the storage power of metallurgy data by using computer control
technology to interact and transmit metallurgy control informative data, which distributes control data into the storage system
through embedded data storage. Storage property of a metallurgical control data structure has an influence on metallurgy and
regulation capacity; however storage property is not pretty good because of irregularity of memory byte and distribution
complexity of data structure. This paper raised a kind of data structure optimum storage algorithm based on an embedded
metallurgy system of optimum basic function adaptive matching in the metallurgy control system; then extracts the characteristics
of stored data and establishes an information model. Based on this, data storage property is improved by using optimum basic
function adaptive matching to match adaptability. Stimulation experiment aims to have a property test, which deduces efficient
conclusion through showing superior performance in optimizing the storage data structure of metallurgy system and improving
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data storage property [1-2].

The data structure of the embedded system in metallurgical analysis and optimization of data storage algorithm of a metallurgical
control system, improve the metallurgical system control performance and the performance of the traditional method, which
leads to the metallurgical control grid space uneven distribution of serious problems. In this regard, the related literature was
improved, where the literature  proposed a feature extraction and storage optimization design method of large metallurgical
harmonic oscillation control data based on the realization of embedded storage and scheduling of metallurgical control data, but
the algorithm of complex structure and computational overhead is relatively large; some scholars put forward the optimization
storage design of data structure based on adaptive block matching embedded metallurgy system, easily lead to under the strong
interference environment storage system generated data redundancy, lead to control performance of metallurgical data is not
good, the storage overhead is relatively large, and the robustness is not good[3]. In view of the above problems, this paper puts
forward an improved design of the algorithm, which is based on the optimal basis function, and based on the adaptive matching
of embedded metallurgical system. The overall construction of storage model and data structure analysis of embedded metallurgical
system is carried out.

The storage model of metallurgical control information data structure is a data resource scheduling through multiple service
nodes, embedded in the metallurgy system, users are I/O by the entity resource model. Firstly, the data storage mechanism of
metallurgical control information in the embedded metallurgy system is analyzed [4]. The metallurgical control information
database distribution will be a large number of data to multiple service nodes, metallurgical control information database for
multi-source information resources distributed control based on cloud computing application layer processor, embedded system
under the control of metallurgical information data storage and management (See figure 1).

   Figure 1. The metallurgical automation field

2. Problem Discussion and General Storage Model Establishment of Metallurgy System

2.1 Background Information and Problem Discussion
In traditional method, it is serious that algorithm grid space doesn’t distribute equally in metallurgy control by analyzing data
structures of the embedded metallurgy system, optimizing data storage algorithm of the metallurgy control system and improving
control property and huff-puff property of a metallurgy system [5]. So, some related bibliography raises new method to improve
it. For instance, based on bibliographic raises a kind of characteristics extraction and optimum storage design of huge metallurgy
control data, which realizes embedded storage and scheduling to metallurgy control data, but the structural hierarchy of this
kind of algorithm is complex, and algorithm cost is too high. As a result, control property of metallurgy data and algorithm
robustness is not pretty good, and coat of storage takes too much [6].

Non-ferrous metals in the narrow sense, also known as non ferrous metals, which includes iron, fierce, outside the network of all
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metals. General non-ferrous metals also include nonferrous alloys. That an alloy consists of one or more other elements, as a
base (usually more than 50%) [7]. Non-ferrous metals are divided into non-ferrous metals, non-ferrous metals, and precious
metals and rare metals four categories. Rare metals that including rare metal and rare refractory metals, rare metals, rare earth
metals and rare metals [8].

Due to the excellent properties of high purity materials in physics, mechanics and so on, the purity of the products of heavy
metals have gradually developed in the direction of high purity. Light metal alloy has superior performance, can form a variety
of many other metals, its excellent performance, such as the alloy easy forming, good thermal conductivity, low price, and is
widely used in aerospace, transportation, communications, electronics, light industry, building materials and other industries.
Magnesium alloy has the advantages of high specific strength, mach inability, damping, electromagnetic shielding ability, good
thermal conductivity, etc., and its application in the field of electronics, aerospace, transportation and communication is widely
used in the field of electronic, aerospace, communications and communications [9]. China’s rare metal industry was established
in the early 1960s to meet the needs of the military industry. After decades of efforts, now it has formed a relatively complete
industrial system, where mainly the production of rare metal has reached a certain scale. Because there is a certain gap between
enterprises, the level of technology and equipment of metal recovery. The consumption and quality with the world advanced
level, is in the development of a certain extent hindered the domestic market.

As for this problem, this paper improves algorithm design, raises a kind of data structure optimum storage algorithm based on
an embedded metallurgy system of optimum basic function adaptive matching on metallurgy control system data storage [10],
and analyzes data structure and generally establishes storage models of embedded metallurgy system (See figure 2).

Figure 2. Embedded metallurgical system accessories
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2.2 General Establishment and Data Structure Analysis of Storage Model in Embedded Metallurgy System
In multiple-mode data source storage model of metallurgy control, the mode of metallurgy control informative data structure is
an I/O, USB and magnetic disk, that is, three-layer distribution model used by a user node in the embedded metallurgy system.
First, it needs to analyze metallurgy control informative data storage mechanism in embedded metallurgy system [11]. Distributing
mass data into multiple service nodes, metallurgy control informative database processes multiple source informative distribution
control to store and manage metallurgy control informative data in the embedded metallurgy system according to processor in
cloud computing application layers.

With the development and wide application of computer technology, the development and application of database have been
deep into every field [12]. At present, the database mainly related to metallurgy is mainly concentrated in the field of chemical
engineering, metallurgy and metallurgical thermodynamic calculation. After years of development, the thermodynamic database
has been developed. But because of the limitation of objective conditions, these databases exist many problems: such as the
transplantation of the software, the database capacity is small, the query hit rate and recall rate are low; can carry out Internet
query, the lack of mineralogy, smelting process and technical parameters and technical indexes of the data, and only compound
thermodynamic calculations. At present it has the support of scientific research and the ability to put the scientific database, the
database system architecture adopts single or Client/Server structure system, where the resource sharing rate is low, and is not
conducive to the promotion and use of. In recent years, with the continuous development of internet technology, browser /Web
server structure model (that is, B/S structure model) as a kind of change or improvement of C/S structure has been widely used.
In this structure, the user interface is implemented by WWW browser, and the business logic on the server (Hou Duan), is in the
aspect of application development. The software configuration and transplantation is C/S which has a great advantage, and,
with the help of the Internet, it can be convenient to realize resource sharing [13]. However, the metallurgical property database
not only needs information, but also involves a lot of mathematical calculations and graphics display. Based on the browser /
Web server structure model, as a result of the client, the client cannot afford to calculate the task, and the server load. If the
server load balancing problem cannot be solved, the system performance will be greatly affected [14]. Nonferrous metal
database with mineralogical database, thermodynamic database and smelting process database, metallurgical principle database,
and metallurgical solution (containing molten salt, and slag, matte, soluble) database leads to the metallurgical process simulation
and optimization of multiple sub databases. A system with a large amount of numerical computation, has graphics display
complex characteristics. Simple browser /Web server structure model, both in performance and icon cannot meet the requirements
of the system [15].

Assuming X and Y to be a unit vector attributes sets of metallurgy control information in the mechanism of metallurgy control
informative data storage in an embedded metallurgy system, such as X ⇒ Y, is a kind of association rules between basic function
and control data. Adding momentum inertial coefficient in embedded metallurgy control informative data. Complex attributes
integration of metallurgy control informative data can be gained. G can stand for embedded metallurgy control informative data
structure, namely G = (V E W C).

3. Design for Algorithm Improvement

Based on storage model built in 2.2 it needs to design optimum data storage, optimize data storage algorithm in the metallurgy
control system, improve control attributes and huff- puff attributes of metallurgy system, and raises a kind of data structure
optimum storage algorithm relied on an embedded metallurgy system of optimum basic function adaptive matching in metallurgy
control system data storage. First, it needs to build a data structure of the embedded metallurgy system which is a vector space
composed of the value of the 4. Time series of data stream in the embedded metallurgy system is {x (t0 +iΔt)}, i=0, 1,..., N-1.
Through decentralized control reconstruct characteristic space of time series in metallurgy control informative data, {x (t0 +iΔt)},
i=0, 1,..., N-1 can be gained. Among them the vector length of control informative data in metallurgy system is N. By sampling
vector expression of metallurgy control informative data storage stage in the embedded metallurgy system is

( )0 0( t ) , x( t t ) , , ( k 1) tmX J x x t⎡ ⎤= + Δ + − Δ⎣ ⎦K (1)

Among them, x (t) stands for informative stream time series of metallurgy control informative data storage system in embedded
metallurgy system; J stands for space; m stands for embedding dimension. As for cloud storage system, data of task are
produced by vector from I value, and it can reduce the dimension for redundant signal data, which contributes to offering data
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block to the block uploaded by a client. Realizing cloud storage and adaptive matching pyramidal decomposition of metallurgy
control information data can be gained. Xp (u) is spectrum characteristic of the separable sample in metallurgy control informative
data. The primary characteristic of low-loaded storage of metallurgy control informative data is
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Among them, Sc(t) stands for scalar time series of metallurgy control information; ej2πf0t stands for distribution state character of
storage space; f0 is main characteristic frequency. T stands for data huff-puff quantity of storage space. Based on adaptive
matching pyramidal decomposition time-window recombining and separating of metal lurgy control informative data integration
vector matrix of dynamic data storage is as follows:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 1 1 2 1, r , ,i i q i q i q qR k di ag r k k r k
− + − + − +

= K (3)

Among them, I =1, 2,..., N stands in memory of metallurgy control informative data storage. According to different types of data
storage area, using a data filter in information stream length of infinite dimensional metallurgy can control informative data.

4. Stimulation Experiment and Outcome Analysis

In order to test the property of data structure optimum storage in realizing embedded metallurgy system, which is mentioned in
this paper, the stimulation experiment is carried out. Using Matlab to have an algorithm stimulation and establish embedded
metallurgy system in metallurgy control it needs to store metallurgy control informative data and schedule task in the embedded
metallurgy system. Time internal of data sample is 0. 1s, and data execution dead time is 2400 Mbps. Sample frequency of cloud
storage node in metallurgy control informative data is fs = 4f0 = 20kHz. Central time of metallurgy control in embedded metallurgy
system is t0 =15s. Data length is 8000. According to stimulation environment and parameter setting mentioned above, it can gain
the wave forms in time domain of metallurgy control informative data through optimizing data, and sampling data. The input
SNR=-6d B is used as interference condition.

The spatial distribution character of metallurgy control information’s storage state using method raised in this paper  have a data
sampling. Time-sampling data is accurate. Based on this sample data set it can optimize and integrate data structure distribution,
which aims to realize data storage optimization. In order to compare algorithm property, method varied in this paper along with
traditional method contributes to gaining state distribution characteristic of data storage. Algorithm raised in this paper takes
much advantage over designing optimum data storage. It owns better peak- feature clustering features, and its anti-interference
property in data storage is powerful, which effectively enlarge the space of data storage and decrease the load of data storage
as well as save 45.66% storage expense.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a kind of data structure optimum storage algorithm for concretely studying data algorithm based on an
embedded metallurgy system of optimum basic function adaptive matching on metallurgy control system data storage, and
concretely expounded analysis, modeling and optimization of data storage structure according to structural characteristics of
embedded system and utilization of hardware-assisted virtualization technology.
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